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Closer Review - Dust



Closer Review - Water



Welcome to: Controls



What is a Control?

Turns a light, or group of lights off and/or on.
Manually – Switch

Automatically – Sensor, timer, PC, etc.
Adjusts light levels.

Dimming or A/B switching (scenes).
Manually – Dimmer switch
Automatically – Photocell, Presets, 
Control System.



Control Types

Manual vs. Automatic
Vacancy vs Occupancy

2 wire, 3 wire, wireless
Low Voltage, Line Voltage

Day Lighting (photocells)
On/off, dimming, step dimming

Dual Technology Sensors

Motion/photocell combos



Smart Controls

The simple definition:  a range of controls approaches that 
include two-way communications, combining control loads like 
HVAC with lighting, and a computerized interface to monitor 
and control them.

Smart controls include motion sensors, photo sensors, time-
clocks, and user activated controls like switches.   

Smart systems may be wired, wireless or a combination of 
both.  

It is important that all components be compatible.



Common Smart Control/System Types

DMX-(DMX 512).    Primarily stage lighting, but also architectural.  512 channels –
assigns each fixture designated channels.

DALI – Digital Addressable Lighting Interface.
Fixtures are addressable, but also offers two-way communication between the interface and the 
fixtures. Drivers/fixtures have to be DALI compatible.

Zigbee – Wireless protocol.  Individual transmitters. 

BACNet – (Building Automated Network) Lighting and HVAC.

Dozens of open source and branded.

NLight

EnLighted

Roam



Control Panels

Basic, on/off with multiple relays for multiple 
loads controlled by a timer/time clock.

A typical system:   Photocell connects to a 
panel with a time clock and multiple relays.

Complex system: Smart panelsenabled with 
photocell can send signals to dim lighting loads in 
designated areas, and even shut off lights by zone. 
Allows for scheduling and load shedding. Interface 
with PC’s, phones, photocells, sensors.



Vacancy Sensors – turn lights out when no one is 
present. Are Manual on. Prevents false triggers.
Occupancy Sensors – as above, but can also turn lights 
on when motion is detected.
Photocells – can be as simple as turning a single fixture 
on and off, to controlling light levels in an entire office 
building.
Timers and time clocks – simple to complex.

Basic Controls



Photocells

Push Button – Mounts inside the fixture.
Swivel Mount – exterior, for larger loads. 

Twist Lock – 480V. Requires a socket.
3 pin to 7 pin sockets allow for smart controls

Photocells can be used for on/off, or for dimming.



Time Clocks

From simple, 1 schedule, single load, to 
Astronomic time clocks that adjust 
automatically for time of day.

Can work in conjunction with a photocell, as 
well as a control panel.

On/off only, unless in conjunction with a 
control panel.

CA Title 24 (with a few exceptions) requires 
the use of photocells, and timeclocks together, 
or an astronomic Time Clock. (fairly common 
pairing)



Sensors

Can control a single 
fixture, a group of fixtures, 
or an entire room/area.
Multiple technologies –
IR, Ultrasonic, X-ray, 
Microwave, Dual 
Technology



Patterns



Dimming

Dimming takes many forms, and is not always linear.

Lighting can be dimmed 10% before many people realize it’s 
being dimmed.

At 1% total light levels, most people perceive it to be 10%.

Not all LED is Dimmable

Dimmable LED is not as universally Dimmable as 
Incandescent.

However – more versatile than fluorescent.



Terms

ELV – Dimmer Type – Electronic low voltage 
Dimmer- used with electronic LED drivers. AKA 
trailing-edge dimmer. (as apposed to MLV).
Ghosting – When an LED fixture/amp continues to 
glow when turned off. Usually occurs when the wrong 
dimmer is being used.



Ultron Fixtures

Most of our product comes automatic with 3 in 1 
dimming

Resistance

PWM (Pulse Width Modulation)

1-10V low voltage.

Two sets of wires:
1 – Power

2 - LV Dimming

Troffers and Vapor Tight 0-10V.



Resistance

Simplest to install.
Utilizes the existing line voltage to the fixture.

Chokes the voltage to the driver, thereby dimming the 
fixture.

If	  the	  switch	  can	  dim	  Incandescent	  as	  well	  as	  LED,	  it	  is	  
most	  likely	  a	  Resistance	  type	  Dimmer.

Draw	  back	  – dimming	  may	  not	  be	  as	  smooth,	  and	   
there	  may	  be	  flickering	  on	  the	  low	  end	  before	  turning	  
it	  off.

*Primary	  thing	   to	  remember,	   is	  that	  the	  Dimmer	  has to	  be
compatible	  with	  LED.



PWM

Fairly recent – initially for LED.
Requires two LV wires to send the
dimming signal to the driver.
Capable of dimming to 10%.
PWM turns LEDs on and off at high 
frequency, reducing the total ON time to 
achieve a desired dimming level without 
visible flicker.
* LED can be turned on and off repeatedly without affecting the life or
quality, unlike any other lighting technology.



1-10V

Requires 2 Low Voltage wires to send the
dimming signal to the driver.
Capable of dimming to 10%.
1V to 10V – each Volt is 10% of light output.

1V = 10%, 10V = 100%.  (Doesn’t mean you only have 10
diming levels.)



0 -10V Dimming

Same concept as 1-10V. 

Driver dims to 5.7% (0.57V).

Shuts off below 5.7%.







Altech AE-S-PSDMS



Altech AE-S-PSDMS

The product is a motion sensor for high bay installation. Its detection 
range is 50ft. Radius is max 30ft.

Dimming - (0,10%,20%,30%, optional)



Summary

Aside from the BRI812 – Altech doesn't supply 
controls. 

Key point – the controls need to be compatible with 
LED


